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Cohomology Groups of the Separated Spaces

Boo Ja Park

Abstract. In this note we analyse establish the cohomology 

groups of the topological space which is separated by infinitely 

many open subspaces.

By a separation (Xi,X2)of given topological space X, we mean 
two nonempty open subspaces Xi and X2 of X satisfying

We say that a space X is separated if a separation (Xi,X2) of X 
exists.

We first recall some preliminary lemmas on abelian groups. For 
this purpose, consider the following diagram of abelian groups and 
homomorphisms:

C

LEMMA 1. Two homomorphisms

D

(/>: A® B X and

defined by

OU，") = i(O+j’(77),

W『) = [/(⑦)乃(흐)],

（心可） 

xex
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are isomorphisms, provided that the following three conditions are 
satisfied:

(1) The two triangles are commutative, i.e. h = foi and k = goj,
(2) The two diagonals are exact, i.e.

Im(i) = ker(우), Im(j) = ker(/),

(3) The homomorphisnis h and k are isomorphisms.

Now let us consider any topological pair (X, A), where X is sepa
rated with a given separation (A\, JGz). Let

= An Xi, A2 = An X2

and consider the inclusion maps

i2:(X2,A2) —PGA).

PROPOSITION 2. For each integer g, induced homomorphisms

i； : 2fg(X,A) — H%X2,A2)

are epimorphisms and the map

<》= i； © i； : H\X.A) — f乃(Xi, Ai) ® 日?(X2, A2)

defined by <>(x) = (가(후), 하(흐)) is an isomorphism.

PROOF: Let us first consider the following commutative diagram

(X1M2)

61 /1

(Xi U A, A) ------------ -- (X, X2 U A)
91

of inclusion maps. The inclusion map 句 is the excision of the open
set A2 from A as well as U A and the inclusion map j\ is the 
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excision of the open set X2 from X and X2 U A. Since A2 and X2 are 
also closed in Xi U A and X, respectively, it follows from the Excision 
Asiom (VI) in [5] that the induced homomorphisms e； and /* are 
isomorphisms for every integer q.

m(Xi,Ai)
e： / \ /：

日%XiUA,A) <------------ ----  H^X,X2UA)
9；

Since gi o ei = /1, it follows that

述引處)-1。/;

is also an isomorphism.
Similary, the corresponding inclusion maps 6么. /么 and 으2 induce 

the isomorphisms e；, f； and g}, respectively, for each p.

(X2M2)
C2 y h

(X2 U A, A) -------------- > (X, Xi U A)
92 
Hq(X2,A2)

m(X2 U A, A) —--------------- Xi U A)
아

Next we consider the following commutative diagram of inclusion 
maps.

(XiUA,A) (X2U A,A)

(X,X2UA) (고리刀)
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Here, the diagonals are the inclusion maps of two triples

(X, Xi U A, A), (X, X2 U A, A).

From the above diagram, we obtain the following diagram of induced 
homomorphisms;

H?(XiU』4,A) H^X2UA,A)
三* 三*

Y、 

m(x,A)하

H^X, X2 U A) 日1 (X, 心 U A)
Here, the two triangles are commutative, two diagonals are exact and 

g} are isomorphisms. By the lemma 1, the homomorphism

R © # : Hq(X, A) — HW U A, A) © H\X2 U A, A)

is an isomorphism.
Finally let us consider the following commutative diagram of inclu

sion maps:

(Xi,Ai) (X2M2)

J (우) b2

(XiUA,A) (X2U A,A)
From the above diagram, we obtain the following diagram of abelian 
groups and induced homomorphisms

、丁

m(x,A)

*(XiUA,A)

el

ei

H^X2,A2)
•*2

H^X2UA,A)
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Since two triangles are commutative and ej, e； are isomorphisms, it 
follows that the homomorphism

= （e；©e；）o（?；©i；）

is an isomorphism and i* and are epimorphisms. Hence

m（x, A）으 h^x1,a1）®h^x2,a2\

This completes the proof.

Now we will analyse the cohomology groups of the topological space 
which is separated by infinitely many open subspaces.

THEOREM 3. Let {Xa I Xa is a topological space, a E J} be an 
indexed family of disjoint topological spaces. Let Aa be a subspace 
of XQ for each a, and let X = and A =be the
topological sums. Then we have Hq（X, A） 으 ①j Hq（Xa^AQ\

PROOF: We shall order the index set J into a well ordered set

J' = {시^0, ⑦ 1，• • • 우 5 伏w ,••• }

and let J7 = {/?（）, /》,•••} be any other well ordered set. Then

『2 = <7 U <7 = {《¥（）, 0i，• • 으 }

is also a well ordered set. Now we let

{저》0 5 么 01 5 • • • }

be the collection of disjoint topological spaces such that XQi QX/方 = 0 
and A色 C for each aj G J and 0j g J7. For each A € Q, 
we denote Y\ = 52a<AXa, B\ = Aa which are the topologi
cal sums of the spaces XQ and Aa, respectively, and we will prove 
the theorem by transfinite induction, that is, for each A G Q we 
have H^YX,BX） 으 ①으入日忍江…4a）. Since 1江 = 0, Bao = 0, 
Yai = XQo and Bai = Aao, we have Hq（YaQ,BQQ） = {0} and 

= 2乃（Xao, A아J 은 어 *G江…4a）.
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Now we suppose that the induction hypothesis holds, that is, for 
each A 6 Q and each g,B〕) 스 ®r<으 Hq(XryAr) holds for all 
fi < X. Let A' = A 十 1 and we will 아low that

시) 스 ① 2乃(Xr,Ar).
r<A'

Since Y\» = U ⑦ 入 is a topological sum of Y\ and Xa, B\f A = 5入 

and B\f Pl X\ = Aa, we have

은 互오(n,BA)©2『후(Xa,Aa)

은 [里日9(Xr,Ar)] ®H^XX,AX)

= 0 H^Xr,Ar).
r<A'

By the transfinite induction, our assertion holds for each ordinal in 
ft Hence we get

H^x.A) = HWoW 스 ① m(Xr,Ar)= ①/乃G心,Ba) 
r<pQ aEJ

for each integer q.
In the case of Aa = 0 for all a in J, we have

日gP0 스 ® 互"(入a).
aeJ
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